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Abstract. The Perey-effect in two-body channels of (d, p) reactions has been known
for a long time. It arises when the nonlocal two-body deuteron-target and/or proton-
target problem is approximated by a local one, manifesting itself in a reduction of
the scattering channel wave functions in the nuclear interior. However, the (d, p)
reaction mechanism requires explicit accounting for three-body dynamics involving
the target and the neutron and proton in the deuteron. Treating nonlocality of
the nucleon-target interactions within a three-body context requires significant effort
and demands going beyond the widely-used adiabatic approximation, which can be
done using a continuum-discretized coupled-channel (CDCC) method. However, the
inclusion of nonlocal interactions into the CDCC description of (d, p) reactions has not
been developed yet. Here, we point out that, similarly to the two-body nonlocal case,
nonlocality in a three-body channel can be accounted for by introducing the Perey
factors. We explain this procedure and present the first CDCC calculations to our
knowledge including the Perey-effect.
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1. Introduction
General nuclear many-body theory states that optical potentials should be nonlocal [1].
Today several groups are investing significant effort in development of these potentials
based on modern ab-initio microscopic approaches [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. However, most
phenomenological studies employ local optical model to analyse elastic scattering data,
providing either individual or global sets of local optical potential parameters. Elastic
scattering cross sections depend on the scattering phase shifts only, which means that
they are not sensitive to the scattering wave functions in the nuclear interior, so elastic
data cannot distinguish between local and non-local parameterizations. However, when
optical potentials are used to calculate non-elastic scattering cross sections the role of
the internal part of the wave function becomes more important and differences arise
between the use of local and nonlocal potentials to generate scattering waves in the
entrance and/or exit channels.
To account for the effects of nonlocality in non-elastic nuclear reactions, described
by models with two-body scattering wave functions, Perey introduced a smooth function
f of the projectile-target distance r that multiplies the two-body scattering wave
functions [7]. At large r, f(r) → 1 and it gradually decreases to 0.7-0.8 for small
r associated with the nuclear interior. The introduction of the Perey-factor f(r) is
justified by the small range of nonlocality, of the order of 1 fm, which allows for the
nonlocal Schro¨dinger equation to be localized using the local energy approximation.
Such an approximation results in a Schro¨dinger equation with a local optical potential
and a gradient term (or momentum-dependent term). The latter could easily be removed
using the Perey factorization. Its role in most cases reduces to decreasing reaction cross
sections that are sensitive to contributions from the nuclear interior.
The Perey factor is included in some reaction codes (DWUCK4 and DWUCK5 [8],
TWOFNR [9]) so that many reaction calculations, including (d, p) reactions, reported
over the last 50 years, have the Perey effect accounted for. Very recently, the accuracy of
the Perey-effect has been investigated for the proton channel of (d, p) and (p, d) reactions
[10, 11] by comparing it with calculations that used the exact solution for the proton
scattering wave obtained from the nonlocal Schro¨dinger equation directly. However, the
situation with the deuteron channel for this reactions depends on the reaction model
used. The distorted-wave Born approximation (DWBA) employs deuteron scattering
waves calculated from the two-body Schro¨dinger equation and thus the same Perey-
factor approximation approach is justified. However, when deuteron breakup is taken
into account, the deuteron-channel wave function is obtained from the A + n + p
three-body Schro¨dinger equation, in which case the nonlocality for optical potentials
needs a special treatment. Exact calculations of this three-body equation within the
Faddeev method showed a difference between nonlocal calculations and local-equivalent
calculations [12]. Since the Faddeev approach is not easily adapted for the analysis of
(d, p) experiments, an approach to treat the nonlocality in the deuteron channel has been
introduced in [13] within the adiabatic distorted wave approximation (ADWA), which
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is a popular method for (d, p) data analysis. This method produced a nonlocal deuteron
adiabatic model which can either be solved via localization with the introduction of a
local-equivalent potential and the Perey factor [14, 15] or can be solved exactly [16, 17].
At low deuteron incident energies the former method can give results accurate to 3%,
which is demonstrated in Fig. 2b of Ref. [17] by curves labelled “Hulten, full” and
“Hulthen, TJ-NLO”.
It was recently noticed that ADWA gives rise to dependence of (d, p) cross sections
on high-momentum components in the n-p motion in a deuteron when nonlocal nucleon
optical potentials are used [18]. Exact Faddeev calculations with a wide range of nucleon-
nucleon (NN) interactions and the corresponding high n-p momentum content revealed
a very limited sensitivity to the choice of deuteron model [19], pointing out that this
dependence should be spurious. A leading-order local-equivalent continuum-discretized
coupled channel (CDCC) method, developed to take nonlocality of optical potentials into
account, has also shown reduced sensitivity to high n-p momenta [20]. Extension of this
local-equivalent CDCC beyond the leading order requires the development of coupled-
channel methods with first derivatives both in diagonal and non-diagonal coupling
potentials, in which case, the generalization of the Perey factors may not be possible.
However, it was shown in [21] that using local-equivalent nucleon potentials with first
derivatives in a three-body problem involves a product of Perey factors for neutron and
proton. Such a problem was solved for the 40Ca(d, p)41Ca reaction both in an adiabatic
approximation and in he Watanabe folding model [21] and the Perey-effect was shown
to affect the cross section by about 9%.
In this paper, we investigate the Perey-effect in CDCC calculations of (d, p)
reactions, which has not been explored previously. We expect the Perey-effect in CDCC
with local-equivalent potentials to be similar to that in (not-yet-developed) next-to-
leading-order local-equivalent CDCC with fully nonlocal potentials, so the study of the
magnitude of this effect with local-equivalent potentials will be a useful antecedent when
solving the nonlocal Schro¨dinger equation in a practical way. On the other hand, the
Perey-effect can modify the information extracted from analysis of experimental (d, p)
data within the local CDCC and, therefore, the relevance of this effect must be explored.
In section 2 we remind the reader of the formulation of the local-equivalent model for
nonlocal potentials, while in section 3 we discuss the CDCC approach to solve three-
body A + n + p model with these potentials. Results of the CDCC calculations for
(d, p) reactions on two chosen targets are given in section 4 and conclusions are drawn
in section 5.
2. Nonlocal two-body problem and its localized version
The nonlocal two-body A+N problem is described by equation,
(T − E)Ψ(r) = −
∫
dr′ V (r, r′)Ψ(r′). (1)
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where r = rA−rN is the radius-vector between A and N , T is the corresponding kinetic
energy operator and E is the energy of the N − A system in the centre of mass. An
approximate local-equivalent two-body problem is easily constructed if the non-local
potential VNA has the Perey-Buck form [22],
VNA(r, r
′) = H(r − r′)UNA((r + r′)/2), (2)
with the non-locality factor H of range β
H(x) = pi−3/2β−3e−(
x
β )
2
. (3)
In a leading order the local potential U0loc can be obtained as the solution of the
transcendental equation [22]
U0loc(r) = UNA(r) exp
[
−µNβ
2
2h¯2
(E − U0loc(r))
]
, (4)
where µN is the reduced mass of the N + A system. This equation must be corrected
for proton scattering, by reducing the centre-of-mass energy E in the r.h.s. of Eq. (7)
by the local Coulomb interaction Vcoul(r), which can be represented by a constant, for
example, by V¯coul = −1.08 + 1.35((Z − 1)/A1/3) MeV as given in [23].
Taking the next step beyond the leading order, the wave function Ψ is found from
the following equation derived in [24],
(T + U˜loc +∇F · ∇ − E)Ψ = 0. (5)
Here
U˜loc = Uloc − h¯
2
2µ
∇2f
f
, (6)
Uloc = U
0
loc −
β2
16
(U0loc)
′′ − β
2
8
(U0loc)
′
r
− µβ
4
32h¯2
[(
U0loc
)′]2 (
1− µβ
2
2h¯2
U0loc
)−1
,(7)
f(r) = exp
(
µβ2
4h¯2
U0loc(r)
)
, (8)
and
∇F = − h¯
2
µ
∇f
f
. (9)
In this case Ψ(r) = f(r)ϕ(r) and ϕ is found from the local Schro¨dinger equation
(T + Uloc − E)ϕ = 0. Both Ψ and ϕ are identical in the asymptotic region giving
the same scattering cross sections.
The Schro¨dinger equation (5) does not include spin-orbit interaction. Since our
aim is to use U˜loc in a three-body problem and solve this problem within the CDCC
approach and the implementation of the formalism used does not include spin-orbit, we
neglect it everywhere below.
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3. Three-body model with first derivatives and CDCC approach
Let us consider the three-body Schro¨dinger equation for the three-body wave function
Ψ(R, r) with two-body interactions U˜nA and U˜pA given by Eq.(6):
(T3 + Vnp(r) + U˜nA(rn) +∇nFn(rn) · ∇n + V cpA(rp)
+ U˜pA(rp) +∇pFp(rp) · ∇p − E)Ψ(R, r) = 0, (10)
where T3 is the three-body kinetic energy operator, which is a sum of the operators of
the n-p relative kinetic energy and deuteron kinetic energy in the centre of mass, rn
and rp are the coordinate-vectors of the neutron and proton with respect to the target
A, while r = rn − rp and R = (rn + rp)/2. The gradients ∇n and ∇p are with respect
to variables rn and rp respectively. Equation (10) could be transformed to a form that
does not contain first derivatives of variable R [21], which is convenient for expanding
the wave function Ψ(R, r) over the CDCC basis. This is achieved by introducing the
representation
Ψ(R, r) = Pn(rn)Pp(rp)ϕ(R, r) (11)
and requiring that Pi(ri)→ 1 for ri →∞, which gives for the nucleon Perey factor PN
(N is n for neutrons and p for protons) the first-order differential equation
∇NPN
PN
=
µdA
2h¯2
∇NFN . (12)
Then ϕ(R, r) satisfies the Schro¨dinger equation
[T3 − E + Vnp(r) + U˜ effnA(rn) + U˜ effpA(rp) + V cpA(rp)
+ ∆U1(rn, rp) + ∆U2(rn, rp)]ϕ(R, r) = 0 (13)
with effective N − A potentials, given by
U˜ effNA = U˜NA −
1
2
A+ 1
A+ 2
∇2NFN +
(
1− 1
2
A+ 1
A+ 2
)
µdA
2h¯2
(∇NFN)2, (14)
∆U1(rn, rp) =
2
A+ 2
(∇nFn −∇pFp) · ∇r, (15)
∆U2(rn, rp) = − µ
2
dA
4h¯2MA
∇nFn · ∇pFp (16)
and additional contributions that could be considered as a three-body force since they
depend on the positions of both the neutron and the proton at the same time. One of
these contributions has n − p velocity-dependence that comes through ∇r. It is worth
noticing that the nature of this three-body contribution is the recoil of target A. For
infinitely large A it vanishes.
We will use the CDCC expansion [25, 26] to solve Eq. (13):
ϕ(R, r) =
nmax∑
i=0
χi(R)φi(r), (17)
where φ0 is the deuteron bound state wave function φd and φi (i 6= 0) are continuum
bins. The channel distorted waves χi are found from the coupled set of differential
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equations
(TR + UC(R)− Ed)χi(R) = −
nmax∑
i′=0
Uii′(R)χi′(R), (18)
where the coupling potentials Uii′(R) are the matrix elements
Uii′(R) = 〈φi|U˜ effnA(rn) + U˜ effpA(rp) + ∆U1(rn, rp) + ∆U2(rn, rp)|φi′〉. (19)
The contribution from the effective p-A and n-A potentials U˜ effNA to Uii′ is standard and
its calculation is built into computer code FRESCO [27]. The two new terms have been
calculated in [21] but only for a different basis expansion, namely over Weinberg states
[28], in which the first component only is retained. The CDCC expressions for U
(1)
ii′ (R)
and U
(2)
ii′ (R) arising from ∆U1 and ∆U2 terms, respectively, are easily obtained from
generalizations of those in [21]:
∆U
(1)
ii′ (R) =
2
A+ 2
∫
dr φi(r)
[
r
2
(
F ′n(rn)
rn
+
F ′p(rp)
rp
)
+ Rν
(
F ′n(rn)
rn
− F
′
p(rp)
rp
)]
φ′i′(r), (20)
∆U
(2)
ii′ (R) = −
µ2dA
4h¯2MA
∫
dr φ∗i (r)
F ′n(rn)F
′(rp)
rnrp
(
R2 − 1
4
r2
)
φi′(r) (21)
in which ν = cos(Rˆ, r), rn =
√
R2 + νrR + r2/4 and rp =
√
R2 − νrR + r2/4. In these
equations φi includes Y00(r). In all numerical calculations of U
(1)
ii′ (R) and U
(2)
ii′ (R) below
we also assumed s-wave functions ϕi only. These terms, originating from the target
recoil, are already small and employing bins with non-zero angular momentum l, which
behave as rl at small r, should not change our conclusions much.
The amplitude of the A(d, p)B reaction is now obtained as
T(d,p) = 〈ψBψpχ(Rp)|Vpn|ψAPn(rn)Pp(rp)ϕ(R, r)〉, (22)
where Rp is the radius-vector of the proton in the exit channel with respect to the centre-
of-mass of the p + A system. Because Vnp does not involve any internal coordinates of
the target A, this amplitude contains the overlap function IAB(rn) = 〈ψA|ψB〉. The
neutron Perey factor Pn(rn) depends on the same coordinate rn. Therefore, to take this
Perey factor into account, the overlap function should be modified. Moreover, due to the
short range of the interaction Vnp only those values of rp which are very close to rn will
contribute to the amplitude (22). To check this assumption we have performed a series
of simple finite- and zero-range ADWA calculations for all those cases considered below
and found that finite-range effects in the first maximum do not exceed 2.5%. Thus,
to take the Perey-effect into account it is sufficient to use a modified overlap function
ImodAB (rn) = Pn(rn)Pp(rn)IAB(rn) in a standard CDCC calculation (either zero-range
or finite-range) with effective nucleon optical potentials U˜ effNA supplemented by three-
body recoil terms ∆U1 and ∆U2. Below, all the CDCC calculations treated finite-range
exactly.
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4. Perey-effect study for nonlocal optical potentials
We have performed numerical calculations for the 12C(d, p)13C reaction populating the
lowest 1/2−, 1/2+ and 5/2+ states at Ed = 30 MeV and for 40Ca(d, p)41Ca(g.s.) reaction
at three incident deuteron energies Ed = 10, 20 and 56 MeV. The non-local energy-
independent optical potential UNA from [23] was used to construct U
0
loc, U˜
eff
NA, ∇FN
and PN in the entrance deuteron channel and the same parameterization was used to
construct optical potentials (6) and (7) in the exit proton channel. In [23] the nonlocality
range is β = 0.9552
(
A+1
A
)1/2
fm and the UNA is given by a real part Woods-Saxon form
with the depth of 88.6 MeV, radius of 1.25A1/3− 0.282 fm and diffuseness a of 0.57 fm.
Imaginary potential is of the surface type with the depth of 23.7 MeV and with the
same radius and diffuseness as for the real part. The spin-orbit potential in neglected
in the present work. The standard Perey factors (8) were applied in the outgoing
proton channels as well. In the case of 12C target the imaginary part of the nonlocal
potential from [23] was reduced to 13 MeV according to [12] to prevent unphysically
large absorption. We have also used the overlap between 12C and 13C represented by
a single-particle wave function obtained in the Wood-Saxon potential well of radius
1.1359A1/3 fm and diffuseness 0.57 fm as suggested in [12]. The spin-orbit potential’s
geometry was the same and its depth was 5.5 MeV. For 40Ca we adopted the overlap
function from [15] where the radius 1.252A1/3 rm and diffuseness 0.718 fm were used
both for the central and spin-orbit Woods-Saxon potential and the depth of the spin-
orbit potential was 6.25 MeV. In both cases the depth of the central potential was
adjusted to reproduce the bound neutron separation energy. The spectroscopic factors
were kept equal to one everywhere.
The finite-range CDCC calculations were done using the code FRESCO [27]
considering only the s-wave continuum which was discretized in eight bins equispaced
in momentum with an energy from 0 to 24 MeV, for the 12C(d, p)13C reaction, 7 bins
from 0 to 7 MeV for the 40Ca(d, p)41Ca reaction at 10 MeV, 8 bins from 0 to 16 MeV
for the reaction at 20 MeV and 10 bins between 0 and 50 MeV for the reaction at
56 MeV. In these calculations we used the Hulthe´n model of the n-p interaction [29].
This potential gives the same low-momentum n-p behaviour as all the modern NN
models do [18] and the dominance of the low n-p momentum contribution to the (d, p)
reactions has been confirmed by rigorous nonlocal Faddeev calculations in [19]. We
should note that derivatives in Eqs. (20)-(21) may suggest an enhanced sensitivity
to the n-p interaction model, however, the contributions ∆U
(1)
ii′ and ∆U
(2)
ii′ are recoil-
induced and enter the CDCC equations with a scaling factor of 1/A thus weakening a
possible n-p model dependence. In these calculations we neglected contribution from
the d-wave continuum. Test calculations for 40Ca at Ed = 20 MeV showed that this
contribution does not exceed 3% at the maximum of the angular distributions.
We have compared several CDCC calculations for (d, p) cross sections without
Perey-factors. First of all, differential cross sections σ0 were calculated using the leading-
order local-equivalent neutron and proton potentials U0loc only. Then we calculated
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Figure 1. Cross sections ratio σ0/σeff (a) and σeff/σall (b) for
12C(d, p)13C reaction,
and for the 40Ca(d, p)41Ca reaction, c) and d) respectively. For the 12C(d, p)13C
reaction, results are shown for the population of the 1/2−, 1/2+ and 5/2+ final states,
while for the 40Ca(d, p)41Ca, results are shown for three different reaction energies: 10,
20 and 56 MeV. See text for further explanations.
differential cross sections σeff with the modified next-to-leading order two-body nucleon
potentials U˜ effNA. Finally, we added recoil-induced three-body terms ∆U1 and ∆U2 and
obtained the differential cross sections σall. We found that it is more informative to plot
ratios between σ0, σeff and σall as all of them look rather similar. Results are shown in
Fig. 1. The top panels correspond to the ratios σ0/σeff a) and σeff/σall b) for
12C(d, p)13C
reaction populating the first lowest 1/2−, 1/2+ and 5/2+ final states while the bottom
panels c), d) show the same quantities for 40Ca(d, p)41Ca for three deuteron incident
energies: 10, 20 and 56 MeV. The values of these ratios in the first peak are also given
in Table 1. It can be seen that the modification of U0loc can affect σ0 by up to 7% if the
final neutron bound state does not have a node. For the population of the final 1s1/2
state in 13C this effect may be stronger, up to 11%. Adding recoil-induced three-body
force in most cases has less effect and it is much smaller for the heavier target 40Ca,
as expected. We would also like to note that in a particular case of populating the
weekly-bound s-wave 13C(1/2+) state the differential cross sections decrease fast with
the scattering angle. Adding small corrections to U0loc changes the radius of the local
optical potentials in the CDCC equations and, therefore, slightly shifts the position
of the first minimum of the angular distribution thus creating a sharp jump of the
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Table 1. Ratios of various first-peak differential cross sections for two
reactions,12C(d, p)13C and 40Ca(d, p)41Ca. For 12C(d, p)13C(1/2+), these ratios are
shown at the second peak as well. The angle at which the ratios have been calculated
are shown in the third column. See text for detailed notation.
reaction Ed θpeak σ0/σeff σeff/σall σall/σ
P
all σall/σLECDCC
12C(d, p)13C(1/2−) 30 6 0.942 1.03 1.15 0.978
12C(d, p)13C(1/2+) 30 0 0.89 0.984 0.77 1.046
32 1.02 1.03 1.47 0.782
12C(d, p)13C(5/2+) 30 5 0.936 1.12 1.19 0.986
40Ca(d, p)41Ca(7/2−) 10 37 0.973 0.995 1.005 0.93
40Ca(d, p)41Ca(7/2−) 20 25.5 0.979 1.006 1.07 0.93
40Ca(d, p)41Ca(7/2−) 56 0 0.946 0.987 1.34 1.21
ratio σo/σeff in the vicinity of this minimum. This jump therefore does not carry any
important information.
The role of the Perey factor is demonstrated in Fig. 2 for the same reactions. Only
for one case, 40Ca(d, p)41Ca at Ed = 10 MeV, does the introduction of the Perey-factor
not affect the cross sections in the main maximum, which is most likely caused by
the more peripheral nature of this reaction due to its low incident energy. Indeed, as
discussed in section 3, including the Perey factor can be applied to the overlap function,
in other words, the Perey-effect reduces this function in the nuclear interior by 70-80%.
Insensitivity of the peak cross section to this reduction is a sign of the peripherality of
this nuclear reaction. In all other cases, the cross section at the first peak is affected to a
significant factor, displayed in Table 1, showing that the internal contributions become
more important. For those cases where the overlap function of the transferred nucleon
does not have any nodes the peak cross section decreases by 7-19%. For the transfer
of a neutron to the 1s1/2 state with one node the Perey factor redistributes the cross
section between the first and the second maxima, leading to differences of 23% and 47%,
respectively. In general, the cross sections outside the fist maxima seem to be affected
by the Perey effect more strongly.
5. Comparison to Local-Equivalent CDCC
So far we considered the CDCC method based on nucleon optical potentials in which
non-locality is contained in the first-order derivatives only. Such potentials arise in
the process of localization of the nonlocal two-body problem. No methods have yet
been developed to solve CDCC equations for nonlocal optical potentials. However, a
leading-order local-equivalent CDCC - LECDCC - has been derived in [20] for nonlocal
potentials of the Perey-Buck type (2). We can now compare the CDCC with local
potentials U0loc with the LECDCC results for the same underlying nonlocal potential.
In the LECDCC, with the assumption of just the s-wave continuum of the
deuteron, the channel functions χi(R) are computed from a coupled set of differential
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equations (18) with local-equivalent coupling potentials U locii′ that satisfy a system of the
transcendental matrix equations written for Xii′ ≡ (Ei′ − UC)δii′ − U locii′ :
f
(0)
ii′ − (Ej − UC)δij +
∑
k
(f
(1)
ii′ + δik)Xki′ +
∑
kl
f
(2)
ii′ XklXli′ + ... = 0, (23)
where
f
(n)
ij =
(−)n
n!(2n+ 1)!!
(
µdα
2
2β
2
4h¯2
)n
U
(n)
ii′ (24)
and
U
(n)
ii′ (R) =
∫
dx
[
φ¯
(n)
i (x)
]∗ [∑
N
UNA
(
x
2
−R
)]
φi′(x). (25)
The coupling potentials U
(n)
ii′ are constructed using the usual bin functions φi and the
continuum bin functions modified by nonlocality
φ¯
(n)
i (x) =
∫
dsH(s)
(
s
β
)2n
φi(x+ α1s). (26)
Transcendental equations (23) have been solved in [20] using the Newton method, with
the obtained U locii′ being read into the CDCC reaction code FRESCO. Although the left-
hand side of (23) contains an infinite sum of terms it was found that truncating it up to
cubic terms on Xil was sufficient to get converged solutions U
loc
ii′ with a good accuracy.
The difference between the cubic and quadratic approximations was less than 0.5% for
the values of R most important for reaction calculations.
The LECDCC calculations are shown in Fig. 2 together with the local-equivalent
CDCC results obtained with (σPall) and without (σ
noP
all ) the deuteron-channel Perey factor.
In all cases they are close to σall. The deviation in the first peak is 3-7% for Ed ≤ 30
MeV but can reach 20% at 56 MeV. This is an encouraging result suggesting that next-
to-leading order LECDCC may be similar to σnoPall , for deuteron energies below 30 MeV,
the typical value for transfer reaction experiments.
6. Conclusion
Treating exactly the nonlocal nucleon-target interactions in the (d, p) reactions within
the CDCC has not yet been done because no methods to calculate the relevant matrix
elements have been developed. We have proposed the CDCC model of (d, p) reactions
that includes the nonlocality of the nucleon optical potentials via the Perey-effect.
This model assumes that a nonlocal optical two-body model of the Perey-Buck type
has an approximately equivalent representation in term of a local optical potential
supplemented by a velocity-dependent part. Including velocity-dependent potentials
in the three-body A+ p+ n model leads to factorization of the total wave function via
a product of two nucleon Perey-factors and a solution of a Schro¨dinger equation that
does not contain velocity-dependence on coordinate R.
It is well known that in the leading order the local-equivalent potentials U0loc are
found from the transcendental equation (Eq. 4). The local potentials used in the
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Figure 2. Cross sections of the 12C(d, p)13C reaction populating the lowest 1/2− (a),
1/2+ (b) and 5/2+ (c) states and cross sections of the 40Ca(d, p)41Ca reaction at 10
(d), 20 (e) and 56 (f) MeV calculated with effective local potentials U˜ effNA and induced
three-body terms ∆U1 and ∆U2 without (dashed lines) and with (dots on solid lines)
Perey factors in comparison with the LECDCC calculations (solid line).
CDCC differ from U0loc and this difference can affect the maxima of CDCC cross sections
by 2-10%. In addition, velocity-dependence generates a three-body potential whose
contribution is proportional to 1/A, so for most nuclei it can be neglected.
The Perey-effect can be easily incorporated into available CDCC codes as long
as the remnant term in the (d, p) amplitude is not included. In this case, due to the
short-range of the interaction Vnp, one can simply multiply the overlap function for the
transferred nucleon by nucleon Perey factors. Their influence on CDCC cross sections is
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largest for reactions where the contribution from the nuclear interior is not suppressed.
Also, their importance increases with the incoming deuteron energy. While for energies
typical for (d, p) reaction experiments the Perey-effect could affect the main peak, used
for spectroscopic factors determination, by 3-7%, for higher energies it can reach up
to 20%, and thus must be taken into account when extracting spectroscopic factors.
On the other hand, for peripheral reactions, in particular at low incident energies, the
Perey-effect can be neglected. In this case nonlocality can be mainly described through
the modification of U0loc.
We have checked that the CDCC with velocity-dependent potentials without the
Perey-effect gives cross sections similar to those obtained in the CDCC, based on
nonlocal optical potentials, treated within the leading-order local-energy approximation.
This gives an encouraging indication to the possibility that including the Perey-effect
within CDCC, as has been developed here, may represent a full nonlocal problem in a
satisfactory way.
The estimates shown here can give an idea of the uncertainties, arising due to
nonlocality, in spectroscopic factors and asymptotic normalization coefficients extracted
using CDCC. If they are found by comparing the cross sections in the main peak only
then these uncertainties could be comparable with those of experimental measurements.
However, in some cases the introduction of the Perey-effect affects the slope of the
angular distributions as well. More research is needed for such cases.
Finally, accounting for nonlocality in the CDCC, proposed in this paper, is based on
analytical representation (2) of the nonlocal potentials. The optical potentials obtained
in many-body approaches, in general, do not have this form [3]. Approximating such
potentials by analytical functions of r − r′ and (r + r′)/2 would make possible the
approximate treatment of their nonlocality along the lines suggested here. Otherwise
new methods of the CDCC matrix elements calculation should be developed.
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